




A bilingual teaching and learning resource for Art Education



Arteducationary - a unique educational platform that combines 

the knowledge of the urdu language towards the understanding 

of Art education. A bilingual learning and teaching resource of 

frequently used Art terminology that is primarily in English and 

predominantly used in Art education. The foundation of the 'lughat' 

in the form of an Ebook follows a bilingual etymological process and 

is further supported by a YouTube channel to enhance an 

understanding of pronunciations that taps into multiple intelligences.





Academic

Meaning: Relating to education and scholarship/

relating to an educational or scholarly institution 

or environment.

Etymology: Originated from mid 16th century 

from French académique. In 1580s, "relating 

to an academy," also "collegiate, scholarly," from

 Latin academicus "of the (classical Athenian) 

Academy," from Academia, name of the place 

where Plato taught.  

Academic studies were not suited to his 

wanderlust that was guided by his adventurous

character. 

[a-kuh-deh-mukh]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtN50Pwl5Ic


][
:

-

:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtN50Pwl5Ic


Andragogy 

[an-druh-goh-gee]
Meaning: Adult education

Etymology: The word comes from the 

Greek ἀνδρ- (andr-), meaning "man", 

and (agogos), meaning "leader of". Therefore, 

andragogy literally means "leading man". 

The first known use of andragogy was

 in 1970.

Some teachers prefer andragogy because

they would rather teach adult students over

younger children. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILZSM_yDQfk


- - - ][
:

:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILZSM_yDQfk


Art 

[a : (r)t]
Meaning: The various branches of creative 
activity, such as painting, music, literature, 
and dance/ works produced by human creative 
skill and imagination.

Etymology: It comes from the the Latin artem, 

the Old English eart, the Middle English art, 

and the Old French art. source also of 

Sanskrit rtih "manner, mode;" Greek artizein 

"to prepare".

An inspiring teacher posses the art of making

every subject interesting, even the most 

abstruse theories.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cTuTqSw-Kbo


][
:

:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cTuTqSw-Kbo


Assessment

Meaning: The act of judging or deciding the 

amount, value, quality, or importance of 

something, or the judgment or decision that 

is made.

Etymology: The word assess came to English 

from Old French and along the usual path, 

before that, from Latin. The words size, assize, 

and assess all run back to a word root meaning 

“sit.” In earlier Latin assess meant “to sit beside” 

as would an assistant to the judge. 

Teaching must have assessment procedures that

aid student learning rather than judge the learner. 

[uh-seh-smuhnt]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RtacHFM6xKQ


][
:

:

- -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RtacHFM6xKQ


Citation

Meaning: A quotation from or reference to a 

book, paper, or author, especially in a scholarly 

work.

Etymology: First recorded in 1250–1300; Middle 

English citacio(u)n, from Late Latin citātiōn- 

(stem of citātiō ), equivalent to Latin citāt(us), 

past participle of citāre “to set in motion, call 

before a court” 

If a researcher is not aware of how to cite when 

writing, the MLA, APA and Chicago Manual of 

style forms can be a useful citation tool.  

[sai-tei-shn]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isGg1K6lnx8


][
:

:

-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isGg1K6lnx8


Cognition

Meaning: The mental action or process of 

acquiring knowledge and understanding thought, 

experience, and the senses/ a perception, 

sensation, idea, or intuition resulting from the 

process of cognition.

Etymology: Middle English cognicioun from 

Classical Latin cognitio, knowledge from 

cognitus, past participle of cognoscere, to know 

from co-, together + gnoscere, know. 

Real cognition, as Hume point out, implies 

transition from the present feeling to something

connected with it.    

[kog-ni-shn]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzx_J3H62sk


][
:

:

-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzx_J3H62sk


Conceptual

Meaning: It is something having to do with the 

mind, or with mental concepts or philosophical 

or imaginary ideas/ relating to or based on mental 

concepts.

Etymology: In mid 17th century borrowed from 

Medieval Latin conceptuālis, from Latin 

conceptus, perfect passive participle of concipiō 

(“take hold of; conceive”).

This is an experimental art, as opposed to a 

strictly conceptual one.   

[kuhn-sep-tyoo-uhl]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XzucNfRmfYk


][
:

:

--

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XzucNfRmfYk


Context

Meaning: The circumstances that form the 

setting for an event, statement, or idea, and in 

terms of which it can be fully understood.

Etymology: The  word  “context”  is  derived  

from  the  Latin  words  con (meaning  “together”)  

and  texere (meaning  “to  weave”).  The raw 

meaning of it is therefore  “weaving  together”. 

The only attempt to fill this lacuna has occurred

in the context of art education.   

[kon-tekst]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDSIy_0IJJ8


][
:

:

- -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDSIy_0IJJ8


Curriculum

Meaning: The subjects comprising a course of 

study in a school or college/ the combination of 

courses offered at a school, or all the classes 

within a certain subject.

Etymology: 

 

The word "curriculum" began as 

a Latin word which means "a race" or "the 

course of a race" (which in turn derives from the 

verb currere meaning "to run/to proceed"). By 

1824, the word was defined as "a course, 

especially a fixed course of study at a college, 

university, or school."

The curriculum, originally modeled on that of

England is being gradually modified by cultural

and indigenous understanding.     

[kuh-ri-kyoo-luhm]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIt1L5TfhQA


][
:

:

---

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIt1L5TfhQA


Dialogic

Meaning: Dialogic refers to the use of 

conversation or shared dialogue to explore the 

meaning of something. 

Etymology: Mid 19th century: via late Latin 

from Greek dialogikos, “related to 

a dialogue”, also from ancient Greek (dialogos) 

which is “conversation, discourse, dialogue”.

Dialogic teaching and learning is a type of 

teaching and learning practice that is based on

dialogue.     

[dia-uh-lo-juhk]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2lR_vZr2g4


][
:

:

--

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2lR_vZr2g4


Divergent

Meaning: The things that move in different 

directions or that are far apart from each other. 

Etymology: First recorded in 1690–1700, 

divergent is from the Medieval Latin word 

dīvergent- (stem of dīvergēns, present participle 

of dīvergere).

Three contemporary painters provide three 

widely divergent interpretations of the same 

subject matter.     

[dai-vuh-jnt]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtN50Pwl5Ic


][
:

:

-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtN50Pwl5Ic


Education

Meaning: The process of receiving or giving 

systematic instruction, especially at a school 

or university.

Etymology: The root of Word education is 

derived from Latin words Educare, Educere, 

and Educatum. Word educare means to nourish, 

to bring up. The word educere means to lead 

froth, to draw out.

Social structures will change, and the purpose 

of education will be to learn, to reason and find

one’s passion.  

[eh-juh-kei-shn]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lUVpr1nh7sY


][
:

:

-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lUVpr1nh7sY


Framework

Meaning: It is a support structure or system 

that holds parts together, has something 

stretched over it or acts as the main structure/ 

 

a 

basic structure underlying a system, concept, 

or text.

Etymology: The origin is said to be in 1640s, 

"structure for enclosing or supporting," from 

frame + work. Figurative sense "adjusted 

arrangement" is from 1816. 

The assessment committee will work within the 

framework of certain broad learning objectives.       

[freim-wuhk]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pM0yMJNyLZo


][
:

:

-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pM0yMJNyLZo


Holistic

Meaning: Relating to or concerned with wholes 

or with complete systems rather than with the 

analysis of, treatment of, or dissection into parts. 

Etymology: Holistic was coined by South 

African soldier and statesman Jan Christian 

Smuts in the 1920s as a philosophical term. 

Viewing the universe in terms of "wholes" that is, 

organisms and systems instead of molecules 

and atoms, he derived holism from the Greek 

word holos, meaning "whole."  

A holistic approach to any issues usually brings

forward solutions that address diverse options.        

[hun-li-stuhk]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H65gofXLqxM


][
:

:

-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H65gofXLqxM


Objectivism

Meaning: The tendency to emphasize what is 

external to or independent of the mind. 

Etymology: First recorded in 1850–55; objective 

+ -ism. Ayn Rand gave the philosophy of 

Objectivism.  

Objectivism represents the traditional and

experientialism represents contemporary 

positions of cognitive science.        

[uhb-jek-tuh-vuh-zm]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VK3pzqWS6cQ


][

:

---
:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VK3pzqWS6cQ


Scaffolding

Meaning: A temporary structure for holding 

workers and materials during the erection, repair.

In the field of education, the term scaffolding 

refers to a process in which teachers model or 

demonstrate how to solve a problem, and then 

step back, offering support as needed. 

Etymology: Middle English, from Anglo-French 

scaffald, alteration of Old French eschaafauz, 

escafaut, alteration of chaafaut, from Vulgar Latin 

catafalicum. Psychologist and instructional 

designer Jerome Bruner first used the term 

'scaffolding' in this context back in the 1960s. 

Each draft you write provides scaffolding which

will enable you to build the curriculum a little

further.      

[ska-fuhl-duhng]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWrAoO_Jsko


][
:

:

- -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWrAoO_Jsko


Self-directed

Meaning: (Of an emotion, statement, or 

activity) directed at one's self/ Directed or guided 

by oneself, especially as an independent agent.

Etymology: Stephen D. Brookfield explores the

notion of self-directed learning. He takes Knowles’

(1975) influential definition as a starting point

and then explores some of the problems

surrounding the area.   

[self-dai-rek-tuhd]

Formative assessments are conducive to the 

development of a learners self-confidence, which

helps students become effective self-directed 

learners. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WrKG275q_cc


][

:

:
--

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WrKG275q_cc


Tangible

Meaning: A thing that is perceptible by touch/ 

real or actual. 

Etymology: Borrowed from Middle French 

tangible, from Late Latin tangibilis, from Latin 

tangere (“to touch”).

The need to translate thoughts into a tangible

piece of artwork, inspired the artist to sculpt in

clay.      

[tan-juh-bl]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gqTDV2912xE


][
:

:

-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gqTDV2912xE


Thematic

Meaning: Having or relating to subjects or a 

particular subject/ of or relating to a theme.  

Etymology: 1690s, in logic, from Greek 

thematikos, from thema (genitive thematos). 

From 1871 of writing or discourse.  

In curriculum design, links between subjects may

be enabled using a thematic approach.        

[thuh-ma-tuhk]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPQHwad0kw4


][

:

:
---

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPQHwad0kw4


Visual

Meaning: Relating to seeing or sight. 

Etymology: Borrowed from Old French, from 

Late Latin visualis (“of sight”), from Latin visus 

(“sight”), from videre (“to see”), past participle 

visus.

Research shows that visual material aids the 

retention of information.     

[vi-zhoo-uhl]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1CrP2fu-uc


][
:

:

-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1CrP2fu-uc




Concept and idealization by Reema Qadeer & Nurayah Sheikh
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